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Do rich men have less hair? 

There is a strong negative relationship between hair density and income among
men. 

So should men start shaving their heads if they want to make money?

Why Experiments?
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A US study found that in schools that take part in a governmental programm
offering free lunch for students, average test scores are significantly lower than
in schools that do not take part in the programm. 

Should we conclude that the government has to stop funding school lunch?

Why Experiments?
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… and the most popular one…

Why Experiments?
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In the social sciences we are often interested in determining the effect of
variable X on variable Y.

Yet, many research designs show us only correlations between X and Y. 
These designs (often) fail to control for confounding variables and cannot
exclude alternative explanations. 

Why Experiments?



Why Experiments?
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There is a third variable that affects both the
number of storks and the number of
newborns (and hence creates this
‚Scheinkorrelation‘). 



Why Experiments?
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Try for yourself: What could really be behind these „Scheinkorrelationen“? 
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Note: There are good reasons why the two examples might not necessarily be
„Scheinkorrelationen“. For example, 



Why Experiments?

IV

CV

unobserved

DVCorrelation

Try for yourself: What could really be behind these „Scheinkorrelationen“? 

Note: There are good reasons why the two examples might not necessarily be „Scheinkorrelationen“. For
example, the free lunch might be unhealthy and impair students‘ concentration, thereby reducing test
scores. Or, hair density might signal non-threatening social dominance and hence be associated with
intelligence and maturity (which leads to higher wages). In this case, the effect of IV on DV would be
indirect (i.e. mediated by a third variable). 
In case of „Scheinkorrelationen“, there is no theoretical mechanism between IV and DV, but the
association is exclusively explained by a third confounding variable (for example: the socio-economic
characteristics of the district where the school is located, which would reduce test scores and increase
the likelihood of being adressed by a government program offering free lunch; or: age, which reduces
hair density and increases average income).



Why Experiments? 
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Our ability to determine the effect of X on Y is not (only) 
stymied by confounding variables. Sometimes, X and Y 
also mutually influence each other and we observe the
effect before the cause (or simultaneously). 



Experimental designs offer us a way to identify causality.

Experimental designs rely on two principles:

 Manipulation: Only one factor is varied between two groups (a control group
and a treatment group). This way, any (systematic) difference between control
and treatment groups can be attributed to this manipulated factor. 

 Random Assignment: Subjects are sorted to control and treatment group
based on a randomization procedure. 
Remember: Random does not mean arbitrary (zufällig vs. willkürlich in 
German), but you should know this by now… 

Before we go deeper into experimental designs, let‘s look at some non-
experimental designs (also called pre-experimental design). 

Why Experiments? 



One-Group Pretest-Posttest Design 
(or Before-After Design): 

 Assume we want to test an 
intervention and measure its effect
on some outcome variable (vertical
axis) by comparing its average value
before and after the intervention. 

 We observe that after the
intervention the outcome variable has
indeed increased.

 But can we be sure the intervention

was the cause of this effect? 

Non-Experimental Designs
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One-Group Pretest-Posttest Design 
(or Before-After Design): 

 There is a crucial problem: We would
have to assume that there was no other
factor influencing the outcome variable 
between the pretest and the posttest. 

 In many cases this assumption is
unfounded. 

Non-Experimental Designs
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One-Group Pretest-Posttest Design 
(or Before-After Design): 

 Imagine we gave a medicine to a group
of subjects suffering from a certain and
we observe that most of them recover. 

 Can you really be convinced that the
medicine caused the recovery? Maybe 
they would have recovered anyways
(even without the medicine)?

Non-Experimental Designs

Time
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Static Group Comparison (or Cross 
Section Design):

 Assume we want to test a policy and 
we look at two groups: one has
implemented the policy (treated), the
other one has not (untreated). 

 We observe that the treated group
performs better on some outcome
variable (vertical axis). 

 Again, can we be sure that the policy

has caused this difference?

Non-Experimental Designs
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Static Group Comparison (or Cross 
Section Design):

 We would need to make another
assumptions: Namely, that both
groups were identical with regard to
the outcome variable before the
treatment and would have developed
identically across time had there
been no intervention.

 This assumption is often also 
unfounded. 

Non-Experimental Designs
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Static Group Comparison (or Cross 
Section Design):

 Imagine we observe that patients
who took a medicine are more likely
to recover than patients who did not 
take the medicine. 

 How can we be sure that the two
groups are not systematically
different? Maybe the medicine was 
given only to patients who already
had a higher chance of recovery in 
the first place?

Non-Experimental Designs
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Experimental Designs

Group A: treated

Intervention / 

Treatment
Experimental designs enable us to
identify the causal effect of a 
treatment on an outcome variable.

They rely on two principles:

1. Random Assignment

2. Manipulation
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Experimental Designs
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Experimental Designs: 

 Random Assignment of subjects
to treatment and control group
ensures that (given n is large 
enough) the variation of
observable and unobservable
confounding factors follows the
same distribution across the two
groups. 
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Experimental Designs

Group A: treated

Intervention / 

Treatment
Experimental Designs: 

 Manipulation: Only one aspect is
manipulated in the treatment
group. Therefore, any difference
in the outcome variable between
treated and untreated group after 
the intervention can be causally
attributed to the intervention.
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Experimental Designs

Group A: treated
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Treatment
Phrased differently: 

 We cannot simply observe group
A before and after the
intervention. Instead, we need a 
control group to see how things
would have developed without the
intervention! 
In contrast to the one-group pretest-
posttest design.

 In order to be able to compare
the treated to the untreated, 
subjects need to be assigned
randomly to the two groups.
In contrast to the static group comparison.
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Experimental Designs
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Note: 

 This was the Pretest-Posttest 
Control Group Design. We
measured the outcome before
and after the intervention. 

 With randomization we do not 
necessarily need to measure the
outcome variable before the
intervention. After all we can be
sure that it follows the same 
distribution in both groups.

 We call this the Posttest Only
Control Group Design!
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 Why take the Posttest Only Control Group Design, if I can also measure
the outcome variable before? 
There are good reasons for measuring the outcome variable only once: If the
outcome variable were the score of a math test, the score in the posttest would
surely be affected by having taken test once before. Typically, we would assume
that there are “learning effects“ (subjects get better the more often they have to
take a test), however it could also be that our subjects get bored by taking the
same test twice.

Some Frequent Questions



 Why are groups „identical“ after randomization and how many
observations per group do we need to make this claim? 
Obviously, as sample size increases, the likelihood of equivalence also increases. It
is also obvious that the most appropriate answer is: It depends! For example on the
distribution of characteristics in your sample, the available budget, the margin of
error you are willing to accept, …
Nevertheless, my impression from previous years is that students usually
overestimate the number of cases you need per group for random assignment. You
can play around with a simple random number generator in excel (see for example: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t9fJGZHiJUc), change the number of subjects
per group and find out how fast the distribution of a certain characteristic in each
experimental group approaches that of the entire sample. 

Some Frequent Questions

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t9fJGZHiJUc


… for example, for a binary attribute (being male) with 0.5 frequency in the sample I got
this (for eight trials): 

… we see that the increase in the likelihood of equivalence is marginally decreasing with
sample size. Phrased differently, the more observations per group the lower our average
error; however, with each increase in group size, we gain less precision (with the chosen
parameters it seems that we gain little from increasing the number of observations in each
group beyond 30).  

Some Frequent Questions

e.g. for 30 subjects in trial 1, 53 
% of the subjects in the
treatment group were male (i.e. 
we are 3 % off).  



If we have reason to believe that a certain variable (e.g. gender) has an effect on the
results, we can also use a Randomized Block Design or a Matched Pairs Design. See
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=10ikXret7Lk for a short intro in these types of
designs. 

Careful: These designs obviously do not guarantee equal distributions on other
(unobservable) characteristics. They are hence no substitute for randomization, but 
should be used in conjunction. 

Some Frequent Questions
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 What if randomization is not possible? After all, we cannot ethically
assign people to ‚smokers‘ and ‚non-smokers‘ or randomly sort students
to classes disregarding their preferences. Plus, it is often impractical: 
Even if we could, who would want to pay to randomly relocate residents
to neighbourhoods? 

In this case, the next best thing is an Quasi-Experimental Design. 

Some Frequent Questions



Quasi-Experimental Designs
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 We observe two groups (treated
and untreated) before and after 
the intervention.  

 To determine the effect of the
intervention (EI), we need to
deduct the change without
intervention (CEW) from the total 
change in the treatment group
(i.e.: the difference in the
difference). 

Group A: treated

Group B: untreated



Quasi-Experimental Designs
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 As subjects were not randomly
assigned to groups, we cannot
be certain that the effect was not 
driven by confounding factors. 
Hence, internal validity is lower in 
quasi-experiments. 

 For example, maybe subjects self-
selected into treatment groups. 
Or the groups are systematically
different for some other reason
(because they live in two different 
neighborhoods). 

Group A: treated

Group B: untreated


